
Hi friend :-)
 
I'm really excited to have you here and practising daily growth with me - this is going to be
a cool learning experience for me too! I'm expecting this email to squish, evolve, and
develop as the weeks go by, and such is life!
 
After-all, what would an email about growth be if it itself didn't grow as well?
 
I really hope you enjoy this first email. And, if you do, please consider forwarding it to
someone you know - it'd be great to have some more thinkers join this little community!

#1
Making better decisions in the moment: Decisions I make are vulnerable to

confirmation bias. And being aware of that can help me be less reactive in my own

decision-making: “If you read something, or hear something, and you love it, whatever

was just said probably validates some deeply held belief that you have; similarly,

whenever you hear something you hate, it probably violates some deeply held belief that

you have... So stop, take a moment, think about it, and try to observe what’s going on. If

you pause before the heat of the moment has you in its grip, you will make better

decisions.” — Lisa Feldman Barrett

#2
Receiving feedback more usefully: Feedback that hurts is usually the feedback I need

the most. It’s like someone is touching a thorn in my arm; but, instead of getting upset or

frustrated, I can notice the change in my energy in those moments. As soon as I feel

someone touching that thorn, I have a chance to notice it, and begin working towards

taking it out so that, next time, it doesn’t hurt. That’s using feedback for growth.

#3

https://fs.blog/2017/05/confirmation-bias/?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_h3FFZKWx6edx_DHER86uNIHbujuSHLAl32X-FtX56j-FGT5ohZ3AjhbKFFANBmv8-rPTw


Turning anxiety into awareness: “Fear is excitement without the breath” - Fritz Perls. On
a physiological level, anxiety and excitement are incredibly similar. In fact, anxiety is
meant to be a useful response to 'danger' by making us aware of what’s threatening us.
However, we tend to resist and eliminate that feeling. I found that if, instead, I lean — and
breathe — into it, I can use anxiety as a way to build greater awareness of what feels
threatening to me. This helps me notice my own reactivity to situations, and helps me
move through the day more mindfully.

I hope those spark some reflection in you - they certainly did for me! If you want to, let me
know what you thought by replying to this. I'd love for this to be more of a dialogue!
 
Until next time!
 
J.

If you enjoyed this email, please forward it to someone you think would enjoy it!

And, if you were forwarded this email, and want to join our community of thinkers, feel free to sign

up by clicking this link, and just hitting "send"! :-)
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